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EPILOGUE

How to Use This Book

n summary, each book in the Wealth Building series is

designed using stories, anecdotes, and biographical

information summarizing Alonza C. Brown’s life wherein he

earned nearly one million dollars three times. Found within the

pages of each chapter are the scriptures which he applied

throughout his life and the situations to which he applied them.

They are underlined within each chapter along with key wealth

building tips.
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There is a summary of key wealth building scriptures found

at the end of each chapter. These “Wealth Building Scriptures” are

located in front of the “Wealth Building Tips” also found at the end

of each chapter. The “Wealth Building Scriptures” chapter

summary, is entitled “My Daily Commitment.” You read these

scriptures aloud three times a day; good times are at mealtime and

at bedtime.

Most of the underlined key wealth building issues are

summarized at the end of each chapter in “Wealth Building Tips.”

The “Wealth Building Tips” chapter summary, is entitled “My

Daily Affirmations.” These you do three times a day; at mealtime

and bedtime is okay.

Each chapter represents a week, i.e., chapter one equals

week one. You will notice that the chapter summaries are noted

as” “Week One, Week Two, Week Three,” and so forth. There are

sixteen chapters in this book. This correlates to sixteen weeks.

This is a sixteen-week program where success is guaranteed.

This book can be used in your personal home study, your

weekly Bible study, or in any weekly or scheduled class which

seeks to economically empower its participants. This is an

individual or group-- daily, weekly, or sixteen-week program

depending on how you want to use it. Use it to compliment your

current delivery module.

In summary, Dr. A.C. Brown’s P.A.U.S.E. Wealth Building

System: Practical Application and Use of Scriptures Everyday is

designed based on the life of Alonza C. Brown. He is a three-time

millionaire who is imparting into you his secrets of success. This

wealth building program has seven cornerstone “wealth building”
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scriptures and a plethora of “wealth building” tips and information

which when applied daily is guaranteed to bring success. These are

underlined throughout each chapter.

As you start your day, read each scripture, “My Daily

Commitment” (Wealth Building Scripture) aloud three times

during the course of a 24-hour period. There is at least one

scripture and one tip for each day of the week.

Each chapter will have at least seven scriptures and tips,

with bonus scriptures and tips found at the end of some chapters.

Say aloud each “My Daily Affirmation” (Wealth Building Tips)

three times a day during a 24-hour period.

Do this with each chapter’s “Wealth Building Scriptures”

and “Wealth Building Tips” for a period of sixteen weeks. You are

guaranteed to become a more positive individual, have more

success in business and develop better relationships. It works!

Eleanor Thought

She Had Security

leanor had a good job with a good salary and full benefits.

One day I asked Eleanor, “Why don't you learn the business

of selling?”

I wasn't criticizing her for her type of employment, but

encouraging her to learn the business of selling. Why? Because I

have been dealing with the business world for 48 years and I have

never heard of a good salesperson getting laid off.
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Eleanor replied, “AC, I am doing all right. I have a good job

at the data processing company. I get sick leave, vacation pay and

I'm working on my retirement fund. Furthermore, my supervisor

can't get along without me.”

A few weeks ago, my wife and I spent the weekend at her

home. That Monday morning we watched Eleanor send her kids

off to school. I noticed that she was not rushing off to work.

Thinking she had the day off, I asked her.

“Eleanor, how many vacation days are you getting this

year?”

As she stood over the stove with her back to me, there was

complete silence.

Finally, as she turned around, I noticed her eyes were filled

with tears.

She said, “AC I've been laid off. I don't know what I'm

going to do. I got my last check on Friday. I haven't even told the

children yet. This is Frankie’s last year in high school and he has

big plans for college next year. My mortgage payment is due the

first of the month and the car payment is due on the 10th. How

could they do this to me?"

By this time, tears were really flowing. She ended with,

“I’ve been on that job for twelve years”.

Suddenly, I was not hungry anymore. I got up from the

table and put my arms around her as I tried to find words to

console her. I was so choked up that I couldn’t say much. While
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driving back home, I wondered about “the sick leave, the vacation

with pay, and the supervisor who couldn’t do without her”.

What about her mortgage payment and car payment?

What about Frankie's college plans? I thought if Eleanor had only

taken time out to learn the business of selling while she had that

job the day the supervisor brought her that last check. She could

have said to him, “I have nothing to fear because I have prepared

myself by learning the business of selling.”

DON'T LET THIS HAPPEN TO YOU!

What if Eleanor had just taken time, while she had that

good job, to learn how to sell, that day when the supervisor

brought her that last check, all she would have had to do is say

mentally, “I have nothing to fear, because I have prepared myself

and everyone in my household have prepared themselves and we

know how to sell.”

Now after reading this book, every one of us knows how to

acknowledge God and let God direct our paths so we can

accomplish everything we want to accomplish in life “Doing it

God’s Way”.
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Do not be afraid to try something new. I dare you to do it…

…It works, but you must put in the effort!

THIS BOOK IS FOR EVERYONE!

Order Your Personal Copy of Dr. AC Brown's Book Today

Dr. AC Brown

“Wealth Building Methods To Make
Your Dreams Come True”

Three-Time Millionaire
“Doing It God’s Way”
Let Him Show You How
Atlanta, Georgia 30386
Email: acbrown@eblessings.us
(404) 498-7927 (after nine); (404) 731-
1305 (anytime)


